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Abstract: 
This study helps in identifying cross reactive and conserved possible vaccine candidate against Candida auris

infection by using comprehensive immunoinformatics approach. In-silico approach can be prove as beneficial

and significant directive approach, whereas conventional methods focusing more on cultivating pathogen and

protein extraction, testing of these proteins on large scale is time consuming as well expansive. Numerous

vaccine candidates have been reported previously which were identified for producing promising preclinical

and clinical trial data. 

In present study, probable antigenic protein has been recognized, with its B-cell (linear and conformational)

and T-cell (HTL and CTL) have been predicted for designing vaccine. After selecting 371 proteins from 3031

characterized proteins from whole proteome containing 5409 proteins of Candida auris, we found 5 highly

immunogenic proteins named TVP18, MTR1, CRR1, and Protein similar to MTR1 and SWP1 classified according to

nomenclature of Candida albicans. Better immune response elicitation needs stable as well soluble

immunogen, this character helps in eliminating CRR1 protein as it is not soluble as well not stable. MTR1 and

protein similar to MTR1 are also eliminated as both are not soluble. From remaining two proteins named TVP18

and SWP1, both are stable, non-allergen and soluble proteins located on plasma membrane. When it comes to

eliciting immune response it is necessary to have good B-cell and T-cell (HTL and CTL) epitopes, which proves

SWP1 more appropriate immunogen having more epitopes and are non-toxic. After analyzing all the data

generated by immunoinformatics study, we found SWP1 is more appropriate immunogen in eliciting immune

response which needs to determine by performing in-vivo study in animal model for antibody production

response.  
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